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Abstract
In quantum theory, it is known for a pair of noncommutative ob-
servables that there is no state on which they take simultaneously def-
inite values, and that there is no joint measurement of them. They are
called preparation uncertainty and measurement uncertainty respec-
tively, and research has unveiled that they are not independent from
but related with each other in a quantitative way. This study aims to
reveal whether similar relations to quantum ones hold also in gener-
alized probabilistic theories (GPTs). In particular, a certain class of
GPTs is considered which can be characterized by transitivity and self-
duality and regarded as extensions of quantum theory. It is proved that
there are close connections expressed quantitatively between two types
of uncertainty on a pair observables also in those theories: if prepara-
tion uncertainty exists, then measurement uncertainty also exists, and
they are described by similar inequalities. Our results manifest that
their correspondences are not specific to quantum theory but more
universal ones.
1 Introduction
Since it was propounded by Heisenberg [1], the existence of uncertainty
relations, which is not observed in classical theory, has been regarded as
one of the most significant features of quantum theory. The importance
of uncertainty relations lies not only in their conceptual aspects but also
in practical use such as the security proof of quantum key distribution [2].
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There have been researches to capture and formulate the notion of “uncer-
tainty” in several ways. One of the most outstanding works was given by
Robertson [3]. There was shown an uncertainty relation in terms of stan-
dard derivation which stated that the probability distributions obtained by
the measurements of a pair of noncommutative observables cannot be simul-
taneously sharp. While this type of uncertainty (called preparation uncer-
tainty) has been studied also in a more direct way [4, 5, 6] or the entropic
way [7, 8, 9], another type of uncertainty called measurement uncertainty
is known to exist in quantum theory [10]. It describes that when we con-
sider measuring jointly a pair of noncommutative observables, there must
exist measurement error for the joint measurement, that is, we can only
conduct their approximate joint measurement. There have been researches
on measurement uncertainty with measurement error formulated in terms
of standard derivation [11, 12, 13] or entropy [14]. Their measurement un-
certainty relations were proved mathematically by using preparation uncer-
tainty relations. It implies that there may be a close connection between
those two kinds of uncertainty. From this point of view, one of us [15]
proved simple inequalities which demonstrate in a more explicit way than
other previous studies that preparation uncertainty indicates measurement
uncertainty and the bound derived from the former also bounds the lat-
ter. The main results of [15] were obtained with preparation uncertainty
quantified by overall widths and minimum localization error, and measure-
ment uncertainty by error bar widths, Werner’s measure, and l8 distance
[16, 17, 18, 19]. On the other hand, researches on generalized probabilis-
tic theories (GPTs) [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], which are the most general
theories of physics, have revealed that phenomena such as no-cloning and
teleportation used to be regarded as peculiar to quantum theory are indeed
possible in a broader class of theories [27, 28]. However, concerning about
uncertainty, although both preparation and measurement uncertainty can
be formulated naturally also in GPTs, little is known about how two types
of generalized uncertainty are related with each other.
In this paper, we study the relations between two kinds of uncertainty
in GPTs. We focus on a class of GPTs which are transitive and self-dual in-
cluding finite dimensional classical and quantum theories, and demonstrate
similar results to [15] in the GPTs: preparation uncertainty relations indi-
cate measurement uncertainty relations. More precisely, it is proved in a
certain class of GPTs that if a preparation uncertainty relation gives some
bound, then it is also a bound on the corresponding measurement uncer-
tainty relation with the quantifications of uncertainty in [15] generalized to
GPTs. Our results manifest that the close connections between two kinds
of uncertainty exhibited in quantum theory are more universal ones.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a brief re-
view of GPTs. There are introduced fundamental descriptions of GPTs and
several mathematical assumptions imposed in order to derive our main the-
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orems. Some examples of GPTs such as classical, quantum, and regular
polygon theories are also explained. In section 3, we introduce measures
which quantify the width of a probability distribution. These measures are
used for considering whether it is possible to localize jointly two probability
distributions obtained by two kinds of measurement on one certain state,
that is, they are used for describing preparation uncertainty. We also in-
troduce measures quantifying measurement error by means of which we can
formulate measurement uncertainty resulting from approximate joint mea-
surements of two incompatible measurements. After the introductions of
those quantifications, we present our main theorems and their proofs. In
section 4, we conclude this paper with several discussions.
2 GPTs
In this section, we give a brief review of the mathematical formulation of
GPTs. Our mathematical formulation and terms are in accord with [29,
30, 31, 32], where more detailed descriptions are given. Note that in the
remaining of this paper we restrict ourselves to theories embedded in finite
dimensional vector spaces, i.e. finite dimensional GPTs.
2.1 States, effects, and measurements
A physical experiment is described by three procedures: to prepare an object
system, to perform a measurement, and to obtain a probability distribution
onto the outcome values of the measurement [21]. Each theory of GPTs
gives an intuitive description of physical experiments.
In each theory of GPTs, preparation procedures are called states. The
set of all states is represented by a nonempty compact convex set Ω, which
we call the state space, in some locally convex Hausdorff topological vector
space V on R. For simplicity, we assume in this paper that V is finite
dimensional. Let us denote the affine hull of Ω by aff pΩq :“ třki“1 θiωi | k P
N, ωi P Ω, θi P R,
řk
i“1 θi “ 1u, and assume in the remaining of this paper
that aff pΩq is a N -dimensional (N ă 8) affine space, i.e. dimaff pΩq “ N1.
We remark that the convex structure of Ω is derived from the notion of
probability mixtures of states: if ω1, ω2 P Ω, then ω :“ pω1 ` p1 ´ pqω2 P Ω
for p P r0, 1s, where ω means the state obtained by the mixture of ω1 and
ω2 with probability weights tp, 1 ´ pu. Since Ω is a compact convex set,
thanks to the Krein-Milman theorem [33], there exist extreme points of Ω
which generate the whole set. We denote the set of all extreme points of Ω
by Ωext :“ tωexti ui p‰ Hq, and call its elements pure states (the other states
are called mixed states).
1The affine dimension of an affine set X is defined by the dimension of the set X ´
x0 px0 P Xq as a vector space.
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In GPTs, measurements are defined through the notion of effects. Let us
consider a GPT whose state space is Ω, and let ApΩq be the set of all affine
functions on Ω, that is, ApΩq “ th : ΩÑ R | hppω1`p1´ pqω2q “ phpω1q`
p1 ´ pqhpω2q for all p P r0, 1s, ω1, ω2 P Ωu. An affine function e P ApΩq
is called an effect if 0 ď epωq ď 1 for all ω P Ω, where epωq represents
the probability of obtaining a specific outcome when ω is prepared. We
call the set of all effects EpΩq “ te P ApΩq | 0 ď epωq ď 1 for all ω P Ωu
the effect space of the theory. Note that in this paper we assume the no-
restriction hypothesis that all effects are allowed physically [34]. The unit
effect u P EpΩq is defined as the effect satisfying upωq “ 1 for all ω P Ω. It
can be easily shown that EpΩq is convex (the extreme elements are called
pure effects), the unit effect u is pure, and u´ e P EpΩq whenever e P EpΩq.
An effect e is called indecomposable if e ‰ 0 and a decomposition e “ e1`e2,
where e1, e2 P EpΩq, implies that both e1 and e2 are scalar multiples of e. It
can be seen that there exist pure and indecomposable effects in EpΩq, and we
denote the set of all pure and indecomposable effects by EextpΩq “ teexti ui.
In quantum theory, they correspond to rank-1 projections (see Example
2.3.4 in subsection 2.3). A measurement or observable (with n outcomes) is
defined by an n-tuples teiuni“1 of effects such that
řn
i“1 ei “ u, where eipωq
represents the probability of observing the ith outcome of the measurement
when a state ω is prepared. The condition
řn
i“1 ei “ u ensures that the
total probability is 1. We describe a measurement E also as E “ teauaPA
satisfying
ř
aPA ea “ u in this paper, where A is a sample space, namely the
set of outcomes possible to be observed when E is measured. In this case,
eapωqmeans the probability of observing the value a P A in the measurement
of E on a state ω. We assume in this paper that all measurements are with
finite outcomes and composed of nonzero effects, and do not consider the
trivial measurement tuu.
It is possible to represent a GPT in another way. GPTs with state spaces
Ω1 and Ω2 are called equivalent if there exists an affine bijection (affine
isomorphism) ψ such that ψpΩ1q “ Ω2. It is easy to show that if Ω1 and Ω2
are equivalent with an affine isomorphism ψ, then EpΩ2q “ EpΩ1q˝ψ´1, and
thus physical predictions are covariant (equivalent) in those GPTs. This
allows us to assume that in a GPT with its state space Ω Ă V the affine
hull of Ω does not include the origin O of V , that is, O R aff pΩq. We also
assume for mathematical convenience that the dimension of the embedding
vector space V satisfies dimV “ N ` 1 (remember that N is the dimension
of aff pΩq), and thus we can set V “ RN`1 with the standard Euclidean
inner product p¨, ¨qE because any finite dimensional Hausdorff topological
vector space is isomorphic linearly and topologically to the Euclidean space
with the same dimension [35]. Note that by virtue of letting O R aff pΩq
and dimV “ N ` 1, any affine function on Ω can be extended uniquely to a
linear function on V , so EpΩq Ă V ˚ – RN`1, where V ˚ is the dual space of
V .
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For a state space Ω, we define the set V` Ă V as V` :“ tx P V |
x “ λω, ω P Ω, λ ě 0u and call V` the positive cone generated by Ω.
Physically, V` represents the set of all “unnormalized” states, which are
not necessarily mapped to 1 by u. We also define the cone V ˚` dual to
V` as V ˚` :“ ty P V ˚ | ypxq ě 0 for all x P V`u. It is obvious that
EpΩq “ V ˚` X pu ´ V ˚`q, and an effect e P EpΩq is indecomposable if and
only if e is on an extremal ray of V ˚`2.
In the remaining of this paper, we follow mainly those assumptions and
notations described above.
2.2 Physical equivalence of pure states
It is known that in quantum theory all pure states are physically equivalent
via unitary (and antiunitary) transformations [10]. Similar notion to this
physical equivalence of pure states can be introduced also in GPTs.
Let Ω be a state space. A map T : ΩÑ Ω is called a state automorphism
on Ω if T is an affine bijection. We denote the set of all state automorphisms
on Ω by GLpΩq, and say that a state ω1 P Ω is physically equivalent to
a state ω2 P Ω if there exists a T P GLpΩq such that Tω1 “ ω2. It is
shown in [29] that the physical equivalence of ω1, ω2 P Ω is equal to the
existence of some unit-preserving affine bijection T 1 : EpΩq Ñ EpΩq satisfying
epω1q “ T 1peqpω2q for all e P EpΩq, which means ω1 and ω2 have the same
physical contents on measurements. Because any affine map on Ω can be
extended uniquely to a linear map on V , it holds that GLpΩq “ tT : V Ñ
V | T : linear, bijective, T pΩq “ Ωu. It is clear that GLpΩq forms a group,
and we can represent the notion of physical equivalence of pure states by
means of the transitive action of GLpΩq on Ωext.
Definition 2.2.1 (Transitive state space)
A state space Ω is called transitive if GLpΩq acts transitively on Ωext, that
is, for any pair of pure states ωexti , ω
ext
j P Ωext there exists an affine bijection
Tji P GLpΩq such that ωextj “ Tjiωexti .
We remark that the equivalence of pure states does not depend on how
the theory is expressed. In fact, when Ω is a transitive state space and
Ω1 :“ ψpΩ1q is equivalent to Ω with a linear bijection ψ, it is easy to check
that GLpΩ1q “ ψ ˝GLpΩq ˝ ψ´1 and Ω1 is also transitive.
In the remaining of this subsection, we let Ω be a transitive state space.
In a transitive state space, we can introduce successfully the maximally
mixed state as a unique invariant state with respect to every state automor-
phism.
2A ray E Ă V ˚` is called an extremal ray of V
˚
` if x P E and x “ y ` z with y, z P V
˚
`
imply y, z P E.
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Proposition 2.2.2 ([36])
For a transitive state space Ω, there exists a unique state ωM P Ω (which we
call the maximally mixed state) such that TωM “ ωM for all T P GLpΩq.
The unique maximally mixed state ωM is given by
ωM “
ż
GLpΩq
Tωext dµpT q,
where ωext is an arbitrary pure state and µ is the normalized two-sided in-
variant Haar measure on GLpΩq.
Note in Proposition 2.2.2 that the transitivity of Ω guarantees the indepen-
dence of ωM on the choice of ω
ext. When Ωext is finite and Ωext “ tωexti uni“1,
ωM has a simpler form
ωM “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ωexti .
We should recall that the action of the linear bijection 1}ωM }E 1lV on Ω does
not change the theory, where }ωM}E “ pωM , ωM q1{2E and 1lV is the identity
map on V . We can see that this rescaling makes GLpΩq invariant, and the
unique maximally mixed state of the rescaled state space is 1}ωM }E ωM . In
the remaining of this paper, when a transitive state space is discussed, we
apply this rescaling and assume that }ωM}E “ 1 holds.
The Haar measure µ on GLpΩq makes it possible for us to construct a
convenient representation of the theory. First of all, we define an product
x¨, ¨yGLpΩq on V as
xx, yyGLpΩq :“
ż
GLpΩq
pTx, TyqE dµpT q px, y P V q.
Remark that in this paper we adopt p¨, ¨qE as the reference inner product of
x¨, ¨yGLpΩq although the following discussion still holds even if it is not p¨, ¨qE .
Thanks to the properties of the Haar measure µ, it holds that
xTx, TyyGLpΩq “ xx, yyGLpΩq @T P GLpΩq,
which proves any T P GLpΩq to be an orthogonal transformation on V
with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq. Therefore, together with the
transitivity of Ω, we can see that all pure states of Ω are of equal norm, that
is,
}ωexti }GLpΩq “ xωexti , ωexti y1{2GLpΩq
“ xTi0ωext0 , Ti0ωext0 y1{2GLpΩq
“ xωext0 , ωext0 y1{2GLpΩq
“ }ωext0 }GLpΩq
(2.2.1)
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holds for all ωexti P Ωext, where ωext0 is an arbitrary reference pure state. We
remark that when }ωM}E “ 1, we can obtain from the invariance of ωM for
GLpΩq
}ωM}2GLpΩq “
ż
GLpΩq
pTωM , TωM qE dµpT q
“
ż
GLpΩq
pωM , ωM qE dµpT q
“ }ωM}2E
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q
“ }ωM}2E ,
and thus }ωM}GLpΩq “ 1 . The next proposition allows us to give a useful
representation of the theory (the proof is given in Appendix A).
Proposition 2.2.3
For a transitive state space Ω, there exists a basis tvluN`1l“1 of V orthonormal
with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq such that vN`1 “ ωM and
x P aff pΩq ðñ x “
Nÿ
l“1
alvl ` vN`1 “
Nÿ
l“1
alvl ` ωM pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aN P Rq.
By employing the representation shown in Proposition 2.2.3, an arbitrary
x P aff pΩq can be written as a vector form that
x “
ˆ
x
1
˙
with ωM “
ˆ
0
1
˙
, (2.2.2)
where the vector x is sometimes called the Bloch vector [37, 32] correspond-
ing to x.
2.3 Self-duality
In this part, we introduce the notion of self-duality, which plays an important
role in our work. We also describe some examples of GPTs with relevant
structures to transitivity or self-duality.
Let V` be the positive cone generated by a state space Ω. We define
the internal dual cone of V` relative to an inner product p¨, ¨q on V as
V ˚int`p¨,¨q :“ ty P V | px, yq ě 0, @x P V`u, which is isomorphic to the dual cone
V ˚` because of the Riesz representation theorem [33]. The self-duality of V`
can be defined as follows.
Definition 2.3.1 (Self-duality)
V` is called self-dual if there exists an inner product p¨, ¨q on V such that
V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q.
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We remark similarly to Definition 2.2.1 that if V` generated by a state
space Ω is self-dual, then the cone V 1` generated by Ω1 :“ ψpΩq with a linear
bijection ψ (i.e. V 1` “ ψpV`q) is also self-dual. In fact, we can confirm that
if V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q holds for some inner product p¨, ¨q, then V 1` “ V
1˚int
`p¨,¨q1 holds,
where the inner product p¨, ¨q1 is defined as px, yq1 “ pψ´1x, ψ´1yq px, y P
V q.
Let us consider the case when Ω is transitive and V` is self-dual with
respect to the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq. Since V` “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq , we can
regard V` also as the set of unnormalized effects. In particular, every pure
state ωexti P Ωext can be considered as an unnormalized effect, and if we
define
ei :“ ω
ext
i
}ωexti }2GLpΩq
“ ω
ext
i
}ωext0 }2GLpΩq
, (2.3.1)
then from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
xei, ωextk yGLpΩq ď }ei}GLpΩq}ωextk }GLpΩq “ 1
holds for any pure state ωextk P Ωext (thus ei is indeed an effect). The
equality holds if and only if ωextk is parallel to ei, i.e. ω
ext
k “ ωexti , and we
can also conclude that an effect is pure and indecomposable if and only if
it is of the form defined as (2.3.1) together with the fact that effects on the
extremal rays of V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq “ V` are indecomposable (for more details see
[30]). Therefore, we can rewrite (2.3.1) as
eexti “
ωexti
}ωexti }2GLpΩq
“ ω
ext
i
}ωext0 }2GLpΩq
. (2.3.2)
When |Ωext| ă 8, it is sufficient for the discussion above that Ω is transitive
and self-dual with respect to an arbitrary inner product.
Proposition 2.3.2
Let Ω be transitive with |Ωext| ă 8 and V` be self-dual with respect to some
inner product. There exists a linear bijection Ξ: V Ñ V such that Ω1 :“ ΞΩ
is transitive and the generating positive cone V 1` is self-dual with respect to
x¨, ¨yGLpΩ1q, i.e. V 1` “ V
1˚int
`x¨,¨y
GLpΩ1q
.
The proof is given in Appendix B. Proposition 2.3.2 reveals that if a theory
with finite pure states is transitive and self-dual, then the theory can be
expressed in the way it is self-dual with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq.
In the following, we present some examples of GPTs with transitivity or
self-duality.
Example 2.3.3 (Finite dimensional classical theories)
Let us denote by ΩCT the state space of a finite dimensional classical system.
ΩCT can be represented by means of some finite N P N as the set of all
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probability distributions (probability vectors) tp “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pN`1qu Ă
V “ RN`1 on some sample space ta1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aN`1u, i.e. ΩCT is the N -
dimensional standard simplex. It is easy to justify that the set of all pure
states ΩextCT is given by Ω
ext
CT “ tpexti uN`1i“1 , where pexti is the probability
distribution satisfying ppexti qj “ δij , and the positive cone V` by V` “ tσ “
pσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σN`1q P V | σi ě 0, @iu. Remark that the set
tpexti uN`1i“1 “ tp1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, p0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1qu
forms a standard orthonormal basis of V , and thus any linear map on V is
determined completely by its action on ΩextCT. Since any state automorphism
maps pure states to pure states, it can be seen that the set GLpΩCTq of all
state automorphisms on ΩCT is exactly the set of all permutation matrices
with respect to the orthonormal basis tpexti uN`1i“1 of V . Therefore, ΩCT is a
transitive state space, and any T P GLpΩCTq is orthogonal, which results in
xx, yyGLpΩCTq “
ż
GLpΩCTq
pTx, TyqE dµpT q
“
ż
GLpΩCTq
px, yqE dµpT q
“ px, yqE
ż
GLpΩCTq
dµpT q
“ px, yqE . (2.3.3)
The set of all positive linear functions on ΩCT can be identified with the
internal dual cone V ˚int`p¨,¨qE , and any h P V ˚int`p¨,¨qE can be represented as h “
phppext1 q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hppextN`1qq with all entries nonnegative since
hppexti q “ ph,pexti qE “ phqi ě 0
holds for all i. Therefore, we can conclude together with (2.3.3) V` “
V ˚int`p¨,¨qE “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩCTq . Note that we can find the representation (2.2.2)
to be valid for this situation by taking a proper basis of V “ RN`1 and
normalization.
Example 2.3.4 (Finite dimensional quantum theories)
The state space of a finite dimensional quantum system denoted by ΩQT is
the set of all density operators on Npă 8q dimensional Hilbert space H,
that is, ΩQT :“ tρ P LSpHq | ρ ě 0,Trrρs “ 1u, where LSpHq is the set
of all self-adjoint operators on H. The set of all pure states ΩextQT is given
by the rank-1 projections: ΩextQT “ t|ψyxψ| | |ψy P H, xψ|ψy “ 1u. It has
been demonstrated in [38] that with the identity operator 1lN on H and the
generators tσiuN2´1i“1 of SUpNq satisfying
σi P LSpHq, Trrσis “ 0, Trrσiσjs “ 2δij , (2.3.4)
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any A P LSpHq can be represented as
A “ c01lN `
N2´1ÿ
i“1
ciσi pc0, c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cN2´1 P Rq (2.3.5)
and any B P aff pΩQTq as
B “ 1
N
1lN `
N2´1ÿ
i“1
ciσi pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cN2´1 P Rq. (2.3.6)
Since (2.3.4) implies that t1lN , σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σN2´1u forms an orthogonal basis of
LSpHq with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product p¨, ¨qHS defined by
pX,Y qHS “ TrrX:Y s,
and (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) prove dimpLSpHqq “ dimpaff pΩQTqq ` 1, it seems
natural to consider ΩQT to be embedded in V “ LSpHq equipped with
p¨, ¨qHS . Because it holds that
EpΩQTq “ tE P LSpHq | 0 ď TrrEρs ď 1, @ρ P ΩQTu
“ tE P LSpHq | 0 ď E ď 1lNu,
we can see V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨qHS “ tA P LSpHq | A ě 0u, and rank-1 projections
mean pure and indecomposable effects in quantum theories.
On the other hand, it is known that in quantum theory any state auto-
morphism is either a unitary or antiunitary transformation [10], and for any
pair of pure states one can find a unitary operator which links them. Thus,
ΩQT is transitive, and any state automorphism is of the form
ρ ÞÑ UρU : @ρ P ΩQT,
where U is unitary or antiunitary. Considering that
pUXU :, UY U :qHS “ Tr
“
UX:U :UY U :
‰
“ TrrX:Y s
“ pX,Y qHS
holds for any unitary or antiunitary operator U , we can obtain in a similar
way to (2.3.3)
xX,Y yGLpΩQTq “ pX,Y qHS . (2.3.7)
Therefore, we can conclude V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨qHS “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩQTq . We remark
similarly to the classical cases that we may rewrite (2.3.6) as (2.2.2) by
taking a suitable normalization and considering that ωM “ 1lN{N .
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Example 2.3.5 (Regular polygon theories)
If the state space of a GPT is in the shape of a regular polygon with npě 3q
sides, then we call it a regular polygon theory and denote the state space by
Ωn. We set V “ R3 when considering regular polygon theories, and it can
be seen in [39] that the pure states of Ωn are described as
Ωextn “ tωextn piqun´1i“0
with
ωextn piq “
¨˝
rn cosp2πin q
rn sinp2πin q
1
‚˛, rn “d 1
cospπ
n
q (2.3.8)
when n is finite, and when n “ 8 (the state space Ω8 is a disc),
Ωext8 “ tωext8 pθquθPr0,2πq
with
ωext8 pθq “
¨˝
cos θ
sin θ
1
‚˛. (2.3.9)
The state space Ω3 represents a classical trit system (the 2-dimensional
standard simplex), while Ω8 represents a qubit system with real coefficients
since the unit disc can be considered to be an equatorial plane of the Bloch
ball. Regular polygon theories can be regarded as intermediate theories of
those theories [40].
The state space of the regular polygon theory with n sides (including
n “ 8) defines its positive cone V`, and it is also shown in [39] that the
corresponding internal dual cone V ˚int`p¨,¨qE Ă R3 is given by the conic hull3 of
the following extreme effects (in fact, those effects are also indecomposable)
eextn piq “
1
2
¨˚
˝ rn cosp p2i´1qπn qrn sinp p2i´1qπn q
1
‹˛‚, i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1 pn : evenq ;
eextn piq “
1
1` r2n
¨˝
rn cosp2iπn q
rn sinp2iπn q
1
‚˛, i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1 pn : oddq ;
eext8 pθq “
1
2
¨˝
cos θ
sin θ
1
‚˛, θ P r0, 2πq pn “ 8q.
(2.3.10)
3The conic hull of a set X is defined by conepXq :“ t
ř
k
i“1 θixi | k P N, xi P X, θi ě 0u.
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Moreover, for finite n, we can see that the group GLpΩnq (named the di-
hedral group) is composed of orthogonal transformations with respect to
p¨, ¨qE [41], which also holds for n “ 8. Similar calculations to (2.3.3) or
(2.3.7) demonstrate p¨, ¨qE “ x¨, ¨yGLpΩnq for n “ 3, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,8. Therefore, from
(2.3.8) - (2.3.10), we can conclude that V` is self-dual, i.e. V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨qE “
V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩnq , when n is odd or 8, while V` is not identical but only isomor-
phic to V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩnq when n is even (in that case, V` is called weakly self-dual
[28, 39]).
3 Preparation Uncertainty and Measurement Un-
certainty in a Class of GPTs
In this section, our main results on the relations between preparation uncer-
tainty and measurement uncertainty are given in GPTs with transitivity and
self-duality with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq. Measures quantifying the width of
a probability distribution or measurement error are also given to formulate
those results. Throughout this section, we consider measurements whose
sample spaces are finite metric spaces.
3.1 Widths of probability distributions
In this subsection, we give two kinds of measure to quantify how concen-
trated a probability distribution is.
Let A be a finite metric space equipped with a metric function dA, and
OdApa; wq be the ball defined by OdApa; wq :“ tx P A | dApx, aq ď w{2u.
For ǫ P r0, 1s and a probability distribution p on A, we define the overall
width (at confidence level 1´ ǫ) [15, 16] as
Wǫppq :“ inftw ą 0 | Da P A : ppOdApa; wqq ě 1´ ǫu. (3.1.1)
We can give another formulation for the width of p. We define the minimum
localization error [15] of p as
LEppq :“ 1´max
aPA
ppaq. (3.1.2)
Both (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) can be applied to probability distributions observed
in physical experiments. Let us consider a GPT with Ω being its state space.
For a state ω P Ω and a measurement F “ tfauaPA on A, we denote by ωF
the probability distribution obtained by the measurements of F on ω, i.e.
ωF :“ tfapωquaPA.
The overall width and minimum localization error for ωF can be defined as
WǫpωF q :“ inftw ą 0 | Da P A :
ÿ
a1POdApa;wq
fa1pωq ě 1´ ǫu (3.1.3)
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and
LEpωF q :“ 1´max
aPA
fapωq (3.1.4)
respectively. Note that as in [15, 16], overall widths can be defined properly
even if the sample spaces of probability distributions are infinite. For ex-
ample, overall widths are considered in [16] for probability measures on R
derived from the measurement of position or momentum of a particle.
Those two measures above are used for the mathematical description of
preparation uncertainty relations (PURs). As a simple example, we con-
sider a qubit system with Hilbert space H “ C2. For two PVMs Z “
t|0yx0| , |1yx1|u and X “ t|`yx`| , |´yx´|u, where t|0y , |1yu and t|`y , |´yu “
t 1?
2
p|0y ` |1yq, 1?
2
p|0y ´ |1yqu are the z-basis and x-basis of H respectively,
it holds from [5, 8] that
LEpρZq ` LEpρXq ě 1´ 1?
2
ą 0 (3.1.5)
for any state ρ. The inequality (3.1.5) shows that there is no state ρ which
makes both LEpρZq and LEpρXq zero, that is, ρZ and ρX cannot be localized
simultaneously even if the measurements are ideal ones (PVMs). PURs
in terms of overall widths were also discussed in [16] for the position and
momentum observables.
3.2 Measurement error
In this subsection, we introduce the concept of measurement error in GPTs,
which derives from joint measurement problems, and describe how to quan-
tify it.
Let us consider a GPT with its state space Ω, and two measurements
F “ tfauaPA and G “ tgbubPB on Ω. We call F and G are jointly measurable
(compatible) if there exists a joint measurement MFG “ tmFGab upa,bqPAˆB of
F and G satisfying ÿ
bPB
mFGab “ fa for all a P Aÿ
aPA
mFGab “ gb for all b P B,
and if F and G are not jointly measurable, then they are called incompatible
[42, 43]. It was shown in [44] that all measurements are jointly measur-
able if and only if the theory is a simplex, i.e. a classical theory. Thus,
in most GPTs, there exist pairs of measurements which are incompatible,
but we can nevertheless conduct their approximate joint measurements al-
lowing measurement error. Assume that F and G are incompatible. It is
known that one way to compose their approximate joint measurement is
adding some trivial noise to them. To see this, we consider as a simple
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example the incompatible pair of measurements Z “ t|0yx0| , |1yx1|u and
X “ t|`yx`| , |´yx´|u in a qubit system described in the last subsection. It
was demonstrated in [45] that the measurements
rZλ : “ λZ ` p1´ λqI
“
"
λ |0yx0| ` 1´ λ
2
1l2, λ |1yx1| ` 1´ λ
2
1l2
*
rXλ : “ λX ` p1´ λqI
“
"
λ |`yx`| ` 1´ λ
2
1l2, λ |´yx´| ` 1´ λ
2
1l2
* (3.2.1)
are jointly measurable for 0 ď λ ď 1?
2
, where I :“ t1l2{2, 1l2{2u is a trivial
measurement. The joint measurablity of (3.2.1) implies that the addition
of trivial noise described by a trivial observable makes incompatible mea-
surements compatible in an approximate way. In fact, it is observed also in
GPTs that adding trivial noise results in approximate joint measurements
of incompatible measurements [43, 45, 46].
Because the notion of measurement error derives from the difference
between ideal and approximate measurements as discussed above, we have
to define ideal measurements in GPTs in order to quantify measurement
error. In this paper, they are defined in an analogical way with the ones in
finite dimensional quantum theories, where PVMs are considered to be ideal
[10]. If we denote a PVM by E “ tPaua, then each effect is of the form
Pa “
ÿ
ipaq
|ψipaqyxψipaq | .
In particular, every effect is a sum of pure and indecomposable effects, and
we call in a similar way a measurement F “ tfauaPA on Ω ideal if each effect
fa satisfies
fa “
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq , or fa “ u´
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq , (3.2.2)
where we should recall that the set of all pure and indecomposable effects is
denoted by teexti ui and we do not consider the trivial measurement F “ tuu.
It is easy to see that measurements defined as (3.2.2) result in PVMs in finite
dimensional quantum theories. This type of measurement was considered
also in [47].
The introduction of ideal measurements makes it possible for us to quan-
tify measurement error. Consider an ideal measurement F “ tfaua and a
general measurement rF “ t rfaua, and suppose similarly to the previous sub-
section that A is a finite metric space with a metric dA. F and rF may be
understood as measurements to be measured ideally and measured actually
respectively. Taking into consideration the fact that for each nonzero pure
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effect there exists at least one state which is mapped to 1 (an “eigenstate”
[30]), we can define for ǫ P r0, 1s the error bar width of rF relative to F [15, 16]
as
Wǫp rF ,F q “ inftw ą 0 | @a P A, @ω P Ω :
fapωq “ 1ñ
ÿ
a1POdApa;wq
rfa1pωq ě 1´ ǫu. (3.2.3)
Wǫp rF ,F q represents the spread of probabilities around the “eigenvalues” of
F observed when the corresponding “eigenstates” of F are measured by rF ,
and thus it can be thought to be one of the quantifications of measurement
error. Note that although error bar widths in general (not necessarily finite)
metric spaces were defined in [16], we consider only finite metric spaces
in this paper, so we employ their convenient forms (3.2.3) in finite metric
spaces shown in [15]. Another measure is the one given by Werner [19]
as the difference of expectation values of “slowly varying functions” on the
probability distributions obtained when F and rF are measured. It is defined
as
DW p rF ,F q :“ sup
ωPΩ
sup
hPΛ
ˇˇˇ
pF˜ rhsqpωq ´ pF rhsqpωq
ˇˇˇ
, (3.2.4)
where
Λ :“ th : AÑ R | |hpa1q ´ hpa2q| ď dApa1, a2q, @a1, a2 P Au
is the set of all “slowly varying functions” (called the Lipshitz ball of pA, dAq)
and
F rhs :“
ÿ
aPA
hpaqfa
is a map which gives the expectation value of h P Λ when F is measured
on a state ω (similarly for rF rhs). There is known a simple relation between
(3.2.3) and (3.2.4).
Proposition 3.2.1 ([15, 16])
For ǫ P p0, 1s,
Wǫp rF ,F q ď 2
ǫ
DW pF˜ , F q
holds for any pair of an ideal measurement F and a general measurementrF .
On the other hand, there can be introduced a more intuitive quantification
of measurement error called l8 distance [18]:
D8p rF,F q :“ sup
ωPΩ
max
aPA
ˇˇˇ rfapωq ´ fapωqˇˇˇ . (3.2.5)
By means of those quantifications of measurement error above, we can
formulate measurement uncertainty relations (MURs). As an illustration,
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we again consider the joint measurement problem of incompatible measure-
ments Z and X in a qubit system. Suppose that ĂMZX is an approximate
joint measurement of Z and X, and ĂMZ and ĂMX are its marginal mea-
surements corresponding to Z and X respectively. It was proved in [18]
that
D8pĂMZ , Zq `D8pĂMX ,Xq ě 1´ 1?
2
ą 0. (3.2.6)
(3.2.6) gives a quantitative representation of the incompatibility of Z and
X that D8pĂMZ , Zq and D8pĂMX ,Xq cannot be simultaneously zero, that
is, measurement error must occur when conducting any approximate joint
measurement of Z and X (see [17] for another inequality). MURs for the
position and momentum observables were given in [16] and [19] in terms of
(3.2.3) and (3.2.4) respectively.
3.3 Main results: relations between preparation uncertainty
and measurement uncertainty
In the previous subsections, we have introduced several measures to review
two kinds of uncertainty, preparation uncertainty and measurement uncer-
tainty. In this part, we shall manifest as our main results how they are
related with each other in GPTs, which is a generalization of the quantum
ones in [15].
Before demonstrating our main theorems, we confirm the physical set-
tings and mathematical assumptions to state them. In the following, we fo-
cus on a GPT with Ω being its state space, and suppose that Ω is transitive
and its positive cone V` is self-dual with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq. In addition,
we consider ideal measurements F “ tfauaPA and G “ tgbubPB on Ω, whose
sample spaces are finite metric spaces pA, dAq and pB, dBq respectively, and
consider a measurement ĂMFG :“ trmFGab upa,bqPAˆB as an approximate joint
measurement of F and G, whose marginal measurements are given by
ĂMF :“ trmFa ua, rmFa :“ ÿ
bPB
rmFGab ;
ĂMG :“ trmGb ub, rmGb :“ ÿ
aPA
rmFGab .
Remember that as shown in Subsection 3.2 the ideal measurement F “ tfaua
satisfies
fa “
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq , or fa “ u´
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq (3.3.1)
in terms of the pure and indecomposable effects teexti ui shown in (2.3.2)
(similarly for G “ tgbub). The following lemma is needed to prove our main
results.
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Lemma 3.3.1
If Ω is transitive, then the unit effect u P V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq Ă V is identical to the
maximally mixed state ωM , i.e. u “ ωM .
Lemma 3.3.1 is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.2.3. In fact, (2.2.2)
gives
u “ ωM “
ˆ
0
1
˙
.
Now, we can state our main theorems connecting PURs and MURs.
Note that one of us [15] proved similar results to ours for finite dimensional
quantum theories. Because GPTs shown above include those theories, our
theorems can be considered to demonstrate that the relations between PURs
and MURs introduced in [15] are more general ones.
Theorem 3.3.2
Let Ω be a transitive state space and its positive cone V` be self-dual with
respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq, and let pF,Gq be a pair of ideal measurements on Ω.
For an arbitrary approximate joint measurement ĂMFG of pF,Gq and ǫ1, ǫ2 P
r0, 1s satisfying ǫ1 ` ǫ2 ď 1, there exists a state ω P Ω such that
Wǫ1pĂMF , F q ěWǫ1`ǫ2pωF q
Wǫ2pĂMG, Gq ěWǫ1`ǫ2pωGq.
Theorem 3.3.2 manifests that if one cannot make both Wǫ1`ǫ2pωF q and
Wǫ1`ǫ2pωGq vanish, then one also cannot make bothWǫ1pĂMF , F q andWǫ2pĂMG, Gq
vanish. That is, if there exists a PUR, then there also exists a MUR. More-
over, Theorem 3.3.2 also demonstrates that bounds for MURs in terms of
error bar widths can be given by ones for PURs described by overall widths.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 3.3.2)
In this proof, we denote the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq and the norm } ¨ }GLpΩq
simply by x¨, ¨y and } ¨ } respectively.
Since we assume that fa in (3.3.1) is an effect (thus u ´ fa is also an
effect),
ř
ipaq
eextipaq is an effect and it satisfies 0 ď x
ř
ipaq
eextipaq , ωy ď 1 for
any state ω P Ω. However, if we act řipaq eextipaq on the pure state ωextjpaq, then
(2.3.2) shows that xeextjpaq, ωextjpaqy “ 1, and thus we have
xeextipaq , ωextjpaqy “ 0 for ipaq ‰ jpaq,
that is,
xeextipaq , eextjpaqy “ 0 for ipaq ‰ jpaq. (3.3.2)
Because
xeextipaq , eextipaqy “
1
}ωext0 }2
and xu, eextipaqy “
1
}ωext0 }2
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hold from (2.3.2), we obtain
x
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq ,
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaqy “
p#ipaqq
}ωext0 }2
xu,
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaqy “
p#ipaqq
}ωext0 }2
xu´
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaq , u´
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaqy “ 1´
p#ipaqq
}ωext0 }2
xu, u´
ÿ
ipaq
eextipaqy “ 1´
p#ipaqq
}ωext0 }2
,
(3.3.3)
where p#ipaqq is the number of elements of the index set tipaqu and we use
xu, uy “ xu, ωMy “ 1.
On the other hand, for any element e P V ˚int`x¨,¨y, e{xu, ey defines a state
because V` “ V ˚int`x¨,¨y. In particular, for the effect fa “
ř
ipaq
eextipaq or u ´ř
ipaq
eextipaq , we can see from (3.3.3) thatB
fa,
fa
xu, fay
F
“ 1 (3.3.4)
holds, that is, the state fa{xu, fay is an eigenstate of fa (similarly for gb).
Therefore, considering that any a satisfies (3.3.4), we have for any w1 ě
Wǫ1pĂMF , F q ÿ
a1POdApa;w1q
BrmFa1 , faxu, fay
F
ě 1´ ǫ1,
equivalently, ÿ
b1PB
ÿ
a1POdA pa;w1q
BrmFGa1b1 , faxu, fay
F
ě 1´ ǫ1
for all a P A because of the definition of Wǫ1pĂMF , F q (3.2.3). Multiplying
both sides by xu, fay “ xωM , faypą 0q and taking the summation over a
yield ÿ
aPA
ÿ
b1PB
ÿ
a1POdA pa;w1q
@rmFGa1b1 , faD ě 1´ ǫ1,
or ÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
ÿ
aPOdA pa1;w1q
@ rmFGa1b1 , faD ě 1´ ǫ1,
where we use the relations that
ř
aPAxu, fay “ xu, uy “ 1 andÿ
aPA
ÿ
a1POdApa;w1q
“
ÿ
a1PA
ÿ
aPOdA pa1;w1q
.
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Overall, we obtainÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
ÿ
aPOdApa1 ;w1q
xu, rmFGa1b1yBfa, rmFGa1b1xu, rmFGa1b1y
F
ě 1´ ǫ1. (3.3.5)
Similar calculations show that for any w2 ěWǫ2pĂMG, Gqÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
ÿ
bPOdB pb1;w2q
xu, rmFGa1b1yBgb, rmFGa1b1xu, rmFGa1b1y
F
ě 1´ ǫ2 (3.3.6)
holds. We obtain from (3.3.5) and (3.3.6)
ÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
xu, rmFGa1b1y
»–¨˝ ÿ
aPOdA pa1;w1q
B
fa,
rmFGa1b1
xu, rmFG
a1b1
y
F‚˛
`
¨˝ ÿ
bPOdB pb1;w2q
B
gb,
rmFGa1b1
xu, rmFGa1b1y
F‚˛fifl ě 2´ ǫ1 ´ ǫ2,
which implies that there exists a pa10, b10q P AˆB such that¨˝ ÿ
aPOdA pa10;w1q
C
fa,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G‚˛
`
¨˝ ÿ
bPOdB pb10;w2q
C
gb,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G‚˛ě 2´ ǫ1 ´ ǫ2
(3.3.7)
since
ř
a1PA
ř
b1PBxu, rmFGa1b1y “ xu, uy “ 1 and 0 ď xu, rmFGa1b1y ď 1 for all
pa1, b1q P AˆB. We can see from (3.3.7) that
ÿ
aPOdA pa10;w1q
C
fa,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G
ě 1´ ǫ1 ´ ǫ2 `
¨˝
1´
ÿ
bPOdB pb10;w2q
C
gb,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G‚˛
ě 1´ ǫ1 ´ ǫ2 (3.3.8)
holds for an arbitrary w1 ěWǫ1pĂMF , F q, where we useÿ
bPOdB pb10;w2q
C
gb,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G
ď
ÿ
bPB
C
gb,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G
“ 1,
and similarly
ÿ
bPOdB pb10;w2q
C
gb,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G
ě 1´ ǫ1 ´ ǫ2 (3.3.9)
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holds for an arbitrary w2 ěWǫ2pĂMG, Gq. Therefore, because
ω10 :“
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
defines a state, (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) together with the definition of the overall
width (3.1.3) result in
Wǫ1pĂMF , F q ěWǫ1`ǫ2pω1F0 q
Wǫ2pĂMG, Gq ěWǫ1`ǫ2pω1G0 q,
which proves the theorem.
✷
The next corollary results immediately from Proposition 3.2.1. It describes
a similar content to Theorem 3.3.2 in terms of another measure.
Corollary 3.3.3
Let Ω be a transitive state space and its positive cone V` be self-dual with
respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq, and let pF,Gq be a pair of ideal measurements on Ω.
For an arbitrary approximate joint measurement ĂMFG of pF,Gq and ǫ1, ǫ2 P
p0, 1s satisfying ǫ1 ` ǫ2 ď 1, there exists a state ω P Ω such that
DW pĂMF , F q ě ǫ1
2
Wǫ1`ǫ2pωF q
DW pĂMG, Gq ě ǫ2
2
Wǫ1`ǫ2pωGq.
There is also another formulation by means of minimum localization error
and l8 distance.
Theorem 3.3.4
Let Ω be a transitive state space and its positive cone V` be self-dual with
respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq, and let pF,Gq be a pair of ideal measurements on Ω.
For an arbitrary approximate joint measurement ĂMFG of pF,Gq, there exists
a state ω P Ω such that
D8pĂMF , F q `D8pĂMG, Gq ě LEpωF q ` LEpωGq.
Proof
Because tfa{xu, fayua are states, we can see from (3.3.4) and the definition
of the l8 distance (3.2.5) thatˇˇˇˇB
fa,
fa
xu, fay
F
´
BrmFa , faxu, fay
Fˇˇˇˇ
ď D8pĂMF , F q
holds for all a P A, which can be rewritten by means of (3.3.4) as
1´
ÿ
bPB
BrmFGab , faxu, fay
F
ď D8pĂMF , F q,
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for all a P A. Multiplying both sides by xu, fay and taking the summation
over a, we have
1´
ÿ
aPA
ÿ
bPB
@ rmFGab , faD ď D8pĂMF , F q,
namely
1´
ÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
xu, rmFGa1b1yBfa1 , rmFGa1b1xu, rmFGa1b1y
F
ď D8pĂMF , F q (3.3.10)
In a similar way, we also have
1´
ÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
xu, rmFGa1b1yBgb1 , rmFGa1b1xu, rmFGa1b1y
F
ď D8pĂMG, Gq. (3.3.11)
Since
ř
a1PA
ř
b1PBxu, rmFGa1b1y “ 1, (3.3.10) and (3.3.11) giveÿ
a1PA
ÿ
b1PB
xu, rmFGa1b1y „ˆ1´Bfa1 , rmFGa1b1xu, rmFGa1b1y
F˙
`
ˆ
1´
B
gb1 ,
rmFGa1b1
xu, rmFGa1b1y
F˙
ď D8pĂMF , F q `D8pĂMG, Gq,
which indicates that there exists a pa10, b10q P AˆB satisfying˜
1´
C
fa10 ,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G¸
`
˜
1´
C
gb10 ,
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
G¸
ď D8pĂMF , F q `D8pĂMG, Gq.
(3.3.12)
Because
ω10 :“
rmFG
a10b
1
0
xu, rmFG
a10b
1
0
y
is a state, we can conclude from (3.3.12) and the definition of the minimum
localization error (3.1.4) that
LEpω1F0 q ` LEpω1G0 q ď D8pĂMF , F q `D8pĂMG, Gq,
which proves the theorem.
✷
Our theorems above have been proved only for restricted theories such
as finite dimensional classical and quantum theories, and regular polygon
theories with odd sides (see Example 2.3.3 - 2.3.5). What is essential to the
proofs of the theorems is that we can see effects as states (the self-duality),
and that every effect of an ideal measurement is an “eigenstate” of itself (see
(3.3.4)). In fact, taking those points into consideration, although it may be
a minor generalization, we can demonstrate similar theorems for even-sided
regular polygon theories.
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Theorem 3.3.5
Let n be an even integer. Theorem 3.3.2, Corollary 3.3.3, and Theorem
3.3.4 hold also for the n-sided regular polygon theory in Example 2.3.5.
Proof
We again denote the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩnq by x¨, ¨y in this proof.
In the n-sided regular polygon theory with even n, if F “ tfaua is an
ideal measurement, then it is of the form
F “ tf0, f1u (3.3.13)
with
f0 “ eextn piq and f1 “ u´ eextn piq “ eextn pi`
n
2
q (3.3.14)
for some i (remember that we do not consider the trivial measurement F “
tuu). Let us introduce an affine bijection
ψ :“
¨˝
rn 0 0
0 rn 0
0 0 1
‚˛ (3.3.15)
on R3. Because pe, ωqE “ pψ´1peq, ψpωqqE holds for any ω P Ωn and e P
EpΩnq, we can consider an equivalent expression of the theory with ψ pΩnq “:pΩn and ψ´1 pEpΩnqq being its state and effect space respectively. The pure
states (2.3.8) and the extreme effects (2.3.10) are modified as
ωextn piq Ñ pω extn piq :“ ψ `ωextn piq˘ “
¨˝
r2n cosp2πin q
r2n sinp2πin q
1
‚˛ (3.3.16)
eextn piq Ñ qe extn piq :“ ψ´1 `eextn piq˘ “ 12
¨˚
˝ cosp p2i´1qπn qsinp p2i´1qπ
n
q
1
‹˛‚ (3.3.17)
respectively, and their conic hull (the positive cone and the internal dual
cone) as
V` Ñ pV` :“ ψ pV`q
V ˚int`x¨,¨y Ñ qV ˚int`x¨,¨y :“ ψ´1 ´V ˚int`x¨,¨y¯ ,
respectively. Note in the equations above that GLpΩnq “ GLppΩnq and
p¨, ¨qE “ x¨, ¨yGLpΩnq “ x¨, ¨yGLppΩnq “ x¨, ¨y hold, and ωM “ u “ tp0, 0, 1q is
invariant for ψ (and ψ´1). We can also find that a measurement E “ teaua
in the original expression is rewritten as qE :“ tqeaua with qea :“ ψ´1peaq, and
that an ideal measurement F in (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) givesqF “ t qf0, qf1u (3.3.18)
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with qf0 “ qe extn piq and qf1 “ u´ qe extn piq “ qe extn pi` n2 q, (3.3.19)
which is also ideal in the rewritten theory.
It is important to confirm that all of our measures (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.2.3),
(3.2.4), and (3.2.5) depend only on probabilities, and thus they are invariant
for the modification above. For example, for a pair of measurement M “
tmaua and F “ tfaua on the original state space Ωn, we can see easily from
(3.1.4) and (3.2.5) that
LEpωF q “ 1´max
aPA
fapωq
“ 1´max
aPA
qfappωq
“ LEppω qF q
and
D8pM,F q “ sup
ωPΩn
max
aPA
|mapωq ´ fapωq|
“ suppωPpΩn maxaPA
ˇˇˇ qmappωq ´ qfappωqˇˇˇ
“ D8p|M, qF q
respectively. It results in that if Theorem 3.3.4 holds in the modified theory,
then it holds also in the original theory. Similar considerations for the other
measures reveal that for the successful proof of Theorem 3.3.5 we need to
prove the claim of Theorem 3.3.5 to be true in the rewritten expression.
It can be easily seen from (3.3.16) and (3.3.17) that pV` generated by
(3.3.16) includes qV ˚int`x¨,¨y generated by (3.3.17), i.e. qV ˚int`x¨,¨y Ă pV`, which proves
that qe
xu, qey P pΩn (3.3.20)
for any effect qe P qV ˚int`x¨,¨y. Considering thatBqe extn piq, qe extn piqxu, qe extn piqy
F
“ 1 (3.3.21)
holds for any i, we can see together with (3.3.18) and (3.3.19) that (3.3.4)
also holds in this case. Therefore, we can repeat by means of (3.3.20) and
(3.3.21) the same calculations as in Theorem 3.3.2 - Theorem 3.3.4, and
obtain similar results to them in the modified theory.
✷
Theorem 3.3.4 (and Theorem 3.3.5) has an application to evaluate the
degree of incompatibility [43, 45, 46] of a GPT.
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Example 3.3.6 (Evaluation of degree of incompatibility)
Suppose that Ω is an arbitrary state space, and F and G are two-outcome
measurements on Ω, namely F “ tf0, f1u and G “ tg0, g1u, and consider
similarly to (3.2.1) their “fuzzy” versions
rF λ : “ λF ` p1´ λqtu
2
,
u
2
u “
"
λf0 ` 1´ λ
2
u, λf1 ` 1´ λ
2
u
*
rGλ : “ λG` p1´ λqtu
2
,
u
2
u “
"
λg0 ` 1´ λ
2
u, λg1 ` 1´ λ
2
u
* (3.3.22)
for λ P r0, 1s. It is known that we can find a λF,G ě 12 such that the
distorted measurements rF λ and rGλ in (3.3.22) are jointly measurable for
any λ P r0, λF,Gs, and λopt :“ infF,G λF,G can be thought describing the
degree of incompatibility of the theory. λopt has been calculated in various
theories: for example, λopt “ 1?2 in finite dimensional quantum theories [45],
and λopt “ 12 in the square theory (a regular polygon theory with n “ 4)
[48].
To see how Theorem 3.3.4 contributes to the degree of incompatibility,
we consider the situations in Theorem 3.3.4 (and Theorem 3.3.5) with the
marginals ĂMF and ĂMG of the approximate joint measurement being rF λ andrGλ in (3.3.22) for λ P r0, λF,Gs respectively. In this case, we can represent
the measurement error D8p rF λ, F q in a more explicit way:
D8p rF λ, F q “ sup
ωPΩ
max
iPt0,1u
ˇˇˇˇˆ
λfi ` 1´ λ
2
u
˙
pωq ´ fipωq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ p1´ λq sup
ωPΩ
max
iPt0,1u
ˇˇˇˇ
fipωq ´ 1
2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 1´ λ
2
, (3.3.23)
where we use the relationˇˇˇˇ
f0pωq ´ 1
2
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
pu´ f1qpωq ´ 1
2
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
f1pωq ´ 1
2
ˇˇˇˇ
and the fact that there is an “eigenstate” ωi for each ideal effect fi satisfying
fipωiq “ 1 as we have seen in (3.3.4) or (3.3.21). Therefore, we can conclude
from Theorem 3.3.4 (and Theorem 3.3.5) that for any λ P r0, λF,Gs and for
some state ω0
1´ λ ě
ˆ
1´ max
iPt0,1u
fipω0q
˙
`
ˆ
1´ max
jPt0,1u
gjpω0q
˙
holds, that is,
λF,G ď sup
ωPΩ
ˆ
max
iPt0,1u
fipωq ` max
jPt0,1u
gjpωq
˙
´ 1 (3.3.24)
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holds, and λopt can be evaluated by taking the infimum of both sides of
(3.3.24) over all two-outcome measurements. If we restricted ourselves to
regular polygon theories, our inequality (3.3.24) gives unfortunately mean-
ingless bounds λopt ď 1 for n “ 3, 4, 5, 6, where we can always find a state
ω‹ such that
max
iPt0,1u
fipω‹q ` max
jPt0,1u
gjpω‹q “ 2
for any pair of ideal measurements F,G. However, when n ě 7, we can
obtain nontrivial bounds in (3.3.24).
4 Conclusion and Discussion
In our study, although only theories with transitivity and self-duality with
respect to a certain inner product were considered, it was revealed that simi-
lar quantitative relations between preparation and measurement uncertainty
to quantum case [15] hold also in GPTs. Because GPTs considered in this
paper include classical, quantum, and other theories such as regular poly-
gon theories, our results can be considered as generalizations of the quantum
ones. It is easy to see from the proofs that our theorems can be generalized
to the case when three or more measurements are considered. While our
assumptions may seem curious, it has been observed in [37] that those two
conditions are satisfied simultaneously if the state space is bit-symmetric.
There are also researches where they are derived from certain conditions
possible to be interpreted physically [47, 49]. However, considering that our
theorems also hold in regular polygon theories with even sides, which are not
self-dual, future research is required to investigate whether we can loosen
the assumptions.
What is also specific to our main theorems is that their proofs do not
require the rules of determining composite systems, while the quantum re-
sults of the previous study [15] were proved by means of the maximally
entangled state and its “ricochet property”. It is known that in GPTs there
exist ambiguities when constituting the composite system of two systems
[27, 28], but our theorems avoid successfully those difficulties. Future re-
search should reveal the relations between the maximal entanglement and
self-duality, which will be a key to generalize our theorems to infinite di-
mensional cases (remember that the maximally entangled states cannot be
defined in infinite dimensional quantum theories such as H “ L2pRq).
As seen Example 3.3.6, our theorems also can be considered as yielding
via PURs a method for evaluating measurement error, which is in general
hard to obtain [18], and it has been discussed that measurement error quan-
tifies the degree of nonlocality [45, 46]. Although our method turns to be
meaningless for theories such as the square theory, where there is no prepa-
ration uncertainty, our results will provide an application to understand the
nonlocality in GPTs, which is also a future problem.
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Appendix A Proof of Proposition 2.2.3
In this part, we give a proof of Proposition 2.2.3. We need the following
proposition holding without the assumption of the transitivity of Ω.
Proposition A.1
For a state space Ω, define a linear map PM : V Ñ V by
PMx “
ż
GLpΩq
Tx dµpT q.
Then, PM is an orthogonal projection with respect to the inner product
x¨, ¨yGLpΩq, i.e.
PM “ P 2M and xPMx, yyGLpΩq “ xx, PMyyGLpΩq for all x, y P V.
Proof
We denote the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq simply by x¨, ¨y in this proof.
Let VM :“ tx P V | Tx “ x for all T P GLpΩqu be the set of all fixed
points with respect to GLpΩq. Then, it is easy to see that PMxM “ xM
for any xM P VM and VM “ ImPM (in particular VM is a subspace of V ).
Therefore,
P 2Mx “ PM pPMxq “ PMx
holds for any x P V , and thus P 2M “ PM . On the other hand, we can observe
xPMx, yy “
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q pTPMx, TyqE
“
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q pPMx, TyqE
“
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q
˜ż
GLpΩq
dµpSqSx, Ty
¸
E
. (A.1)
Since the vector
ş
GLpΩq dµpSqSx P V is constructed with its ith element˜
wi,
ż
GLpΩq
dµpSqSx
¸
E
in terms of the Euclidean orthonormal basis twiuN`1i“1 of V given byż
GLpΩq
dµpSq pwi, SxqE ,
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(for more details see [50]), it holds thatż
GLpΩq
dµpT q
˜ż
GLpΩq
dµpSqSx, Ty
¸
E
“
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q
«ż
GLpΩq
dµpSq pSx, TyqE
ff
“
ż
GLpΩq
dµpSq
«ż
GLpΩq
dµpT q pSx, TyqE
ff
“
ż
GLpΩq
dµpSq
˜
Sx,
ż
GLpΩq
dµpT qTy
¸
E
,
where we use Fubini’s theorem for the finite Haar measure µ on GLpΩq.
Therefore, we obtain together with (A.1)
xPMx, yy “ xx, PMyy.
✷
Proposition A.1 enables us to give an orthogonal decomposition of a
vector x P V such that
x “ p1l´ PM qx` PMx, (A.2)
where p1l ´ PM qx P V KM and PMx P VM . When the transitivity of Ω is
assumed, (A.2) is reduced to Proposition 2.2.3.
Proposition 2.2.3
For a transitive state space Ω, there exists a basis tvluN`1l“1 of V orthonormal
with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨yGLpΩq such that vN`1 “ ωM and
x P aff pΩq ðñ x “
Nÿ
l“1
alvl ` vN`1 “
Nÿ
l“1
alvl ` ωM pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aN P Rq.
Proof
Since we set dimaff pΩq “ N , there exists a set of N linear independent vec-
tors tvluNl“1 Ă raff pΩq´ωM s which forms a basis of theN -dimensional vector
subspace raff pΩq´ωM s Ă V , and we can assume by taking an orthonormal-
ization that they are orthonormal with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨y.
Hence, x P aff pΩq if and only if it is represented as
x “
Nÿ
l“1
alvl ` ωM pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aN P Rq. (A.3)
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Moreover, because of the definition of aff pΩq, for every vl P raff pΩq ´ ωM s
there exist k P N, real numbers tbiuki“1 satisfying
řk
i“1 bi “ 1, and states
tωiuki“1 such that vl “
řk
i“1 biωi ´ ωM . By means of Proposition 2.2.2, we
obtain for all l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N
PMvl “
kÿ
i“1
biPMωi ´ PMωM
“
kÿ
i“1
biωM ´ ωM “ 0. (A.4)
Therefore, because of Proposition A.1
xωM , vly “ xPMωM , vly
“ xωM , PMvly
“ 0
holds for all l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N , and we can conclude together with the unit
norm of ωM that tv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vN , ωMu in (A.3) forms an orthonormal basis of
the pN`1q-dimensional vector space V with respect to x¨, ¨y and Proposition
2.2.3 is proved (we can also find that (A.3) corresponds to (A.2)).
✷
Appendix B Proof of Proposition 2.3.2
In this part, we prove Proposition 2.3.2. As we have so far, we let Ω be a
state space, V` be the positive cone generated by Ω, and GLpΩq be the set
of all state automorphisms on Ω in the following.
Lemma B.1
V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq is a GLpΩq-invariant set. That is, TV
˚int
`x¨,¨yGLpΩq “ V
˚int
`x¨,¨yGLpΩq for
all T P GLpΩq.
Proof
Let w P V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq . It holds that xw, vyGLpΩq ě 0 for all v P V`. Because
any T P GLpΩq is an orthogonal transformation with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq,
we obtain
xTw, vyGLpΩq “ xw, T´1vyGLpΩq ě 0
for all v P V`. Therefore, TV ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq Ă V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩqholds, and a similar
argument for T´1 P GLpΩq proves the lemma.
✷
Lemma B.2
Let p¨, ¨q be an arbitrary inner product on V . V` is self-dual if and only if
there exists a linear map J : V Ñ V strictly positive with respect to p¨, ¨q such
that JpV`q “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q.
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Proof
If part: We introduce an inner product p¨, ¨qJ “ p¨, J ¨q. V ˚int`p¨,¨qJ is written as
V ˚int`p¨,¨qJ “ tv | pv,wqJ ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv | pv, Jwq ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv | pJv,wq ě 0, @w P V`u.
Thus, v P V ˚int`p¨,¨qJ is equivalent to Jv P V ˚int`p¨,¨q. It concludes V ˚int`p¨,¨qJ “
J´1pV ˚int`p¨,¨qq “ V`.
Only if part: Let V` be self-dual with respect to an inner product x¨, ¨y.
There exists some K : V Ñ V strictly positive with respect to p¨, ¨q such
that x¨, ¨y “ p¨,K¨q. We obtain
V` “ V ˚int`x¨,¨y “ tv| xv,wy ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv| pv,Kwq ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv| pKv,wq ě 0, @w P V`u
Thus, v P V` “ V ˚int`x¨,¨y is equivalent to Kv P V ˚int`p¨,¨q, i.e. K´1V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q.
Define J “ K´1.
✷
In Lemma B.2, we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for V` with
an inner product p¨, ¨q to be self-dual. The condition was the existence of a
strictly positive map J satisfying JpV`q “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q. This map J may not be
unique. For instance, let us consider a classical system in R2 whose extreme
points are two points p1,´1q and p1, 1q. The positive cone is a “forward
lightcone” V` “ tpx0, x1q| x0 ě 0, x20 ´ x21 ě 0u. It is easy to see that
V` “ V ˚int`p¨,¨qE with the standard Euclidean inner product p¨, ¨qE . However,
every linear map of the form px0, x1q ÞÑ pλ0x0, λ1x1q for λ0, λ1 ą 0 (which
contains “Lorentz transformations” in 1 ` 1 dimension) is strictly positive
and makes V` invariant. Nevertheless, when |Ωext| ă 8, we can demonstrate
that such strictly positive maps are “equivalent” to each other .
Lemma B.3
Let |Ωext| ă 8. If a linear map J : V Ñ V strictly positive with respect to
an inner product p¨, ¨q satisfies JpV`q “ V`, then for each ωext P Ωext there
exists µpωextq ą 0 such that Jpωextq “ µpωextqωext.
Proof
Any ωext P Ωext is represented as ωext “ cpωextqw with cpωextq :“ }ωext} “
pωext, ωextq1{2 and w satisfying }w} “ 1. Suppose that there exists a family
tωextj uZj“1 “ tcpωextj qwjuZj“1 Ă Ωext
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such that there is no µpωextj q ą 0 for every j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Z satisfying
Jpωextj q “ µpωextj qωextj , and define W :“ twjuZj“1. Since J maps each ex-
treme ray of V` to an extreme ray of V`, Jpwjq with wj PW is proportional
to some ωext P Ωext (remember that an extreme ray of V` is the set of pos-
itive scalar multiples of an extreme point of Ω). We can see that Jpwjq is
proportional to some wl PW with l ‰ j considering that JpJpwjqq “ µJpwjq
holds if and only if Jpwjq “ µwj holds
Let us diagonalize J . It is written as J “ řMn“1 τnRn, where τ1 ą
τ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą τM ą 0 and tRnuMn“1 are orthogonal projections. We choose w1
so that 0 ‰ pw1, R1w1q ě pwj , R1wjq for all wj P W . Although such w1
may not be unique, the following argument does not depend on the choice.
If it happens that pwj , R1wjq “ 0 for all wj P W , we choose w1 so that
0 ‰ pw1, R2w1q ě pwj , R2wjq for all wj P W . If still pwj , R2wjq “ 0 for all
wj P W , we repeat the argument for R3, R4, ¨ ¨ ¨ . For simplicity, we assume
hereafter that pw1, R1w1q ‰ 0 holds. The general cases can be treated
similarly. Let r1 :“ R1w1{}R1w1} ‰ 0, then J is written as
J “ τ1 |r1yxr1| ` τ1pR1 ´ |r1yxr1|q `
ÿ
ně2
τnEn “ τ1Rˆ0 ` τ1Rˆ1 `
ÿ
ně2
τnRˆn,
where we define Rˆ0 :“ |r1yxr1|, Rˆ1 :“ R1 ´ |r1yxr1| and Rˆn :“ Rn for n ě 2
satisfying RˆaRˆb “ δabRˆa for a, b “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M . Now we consider a vector
Jpw1q
}Jpw1q} “
τ1Rˆ0w1 ` τ1Rˆ1w1 `
ř
ně2 τnRˆnw1´
τ21 pw1, Rˆ0w1q ` τ21 pw1, Rˆ1w1q `
ř
ně2 τ2npw1, Rˆnw1q
¯1{2 ,
which must coincide with some wl PW . Its “Rˆ0 -element” can be calculated
as ˆ
Jpw1q
}Jpw1q} , Rˆ0
Jpw1q
}Jpw1q}
˙
“ τ
2
1 pw1, Rˆ0w1q
τ21 pw1, Rˆ0w1q ` τ21 pw1, Rˆ1w1q `
ř
ně2 τ2npw1, Rˆnw1q
“ pw1, Rˆ0w1q
pw1, Rˆ0w1q ` pw1, Rˆ1w1q `
řM
n“2
τ2n
τ21
pw1, Rˆnw1q
. (B.1)
On the other hand, we can obtain that
pw1, Rˆ0w1q ` pw1, Rˆ1w1q `
Mÿ
n“2
τ2n
τ21
pw1, Rˆnw1q
ă pw1, Rˆ0w1q ` pw1, Rˆ1w1q `
Mÿ
n“2
pw1, Rˆnw1q “ 1
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because there exists a n ě 2 such that pw1, Rˆnw1q ‰ 0 (otherwise w1 “ pRˆ0`
Rˆ1qw1 “ R1w1 and thus Jpw1q “ τ1w1 hold, which contradicts w1 P W ).
Therefore, (B.1) results inˆ
Jpw1q
}Jpw1q} , Rˆ0
Jpw1q
}Jpw1q}
˙
ą pw1, Rˆ0w1q.
This observation concludes a contradiction to Jpw1q{}Jpw1q} “ wl P W
because w1 satisfies pw1, Rˆ0w1q ě pwj , Rˆ0wjq for all wj PW . Overall, we find
that every ωext P Ωext has some µpωextq ą 0 such that Jpωextq “ µpωextqωext.
✷
Lemma B.4
Let |Ωext| ă 8, and suppose that linear maps J and K strictly positive
with respect to an inner product p¨, ¨q satisfy JpV`q “ KpV`q “ V ˚int`p¨,¨q (in
particular, V` is self-dual). Then, there exists a µpωextq ą 0 for each ωext P
Ωext such that Kpωextq “ µpωextqJpωextq holds.
Proof
As was seen in Lemma B.2, the inner products p¨, ¨qJ :“ p¨, J ¨q and p¨, ¨qK :“
p¨,K¨q satisfy V ˚int`p¨,¨qJ “ V` and V ˚int`p¨,¨qK “ V` respectively. Because p¨, ¨qK
is represented as p¨, ¨qK “ p¨, L¨qJ with some linear map L strictly positive
with respect to p¨, ¨qJ , we have for arbitrary v,w P V
pv,wqK “ pv,Kwq “ pv, LwqJ “ pv, JLwq,
and thus L “ J´1 ˝K holds. On the other hand, L satisfies
V ˚int`p¨,¨qK “ tv | pv,wqK ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv | pv, LwqJ ě 0, @w P V`u
“ tv | pLv,wqJ ě 0, @w P V`u “ L´1pV ˚int`p¨,¨qJ q.
That is, LpV`q “ V` holds. Therefore, we can apply Lemma B.3 to L, and
conclude that
Lpωextq “ µpωextqωext “ J´1pKpωextqq,
i.e. Kpωextq “ µpωextqJpωextq holds.
✷
Proposition 2.3.2
Let Ω be transitive with |Ωext| ă 8 and V` be self-dual with respect to some
inner product. There exists a linear bijection Ξ: V Ñ V such that Ω1 :“ ΞΩ
is transitive and the generating positive cone V 1` is self-dual with respect to
x¨, ¨yGLpΩ1q, i.e. V 1` “ V
1˚int
`x¨,¨y
GLpΩ1q
.
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Proof
Because of the transitivity of Ω, we can adopt the orthogonal coordinate
system of V introduced in Proposition 2.2.3. Since V` is self-dual, there
exists a linear map J : V Ñ V strictly positive with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq
such that JpV`q “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq (Lemma B.2). We can assume without loss
of generality that J satisfies xωM , JωMyGLpΩq “ 1. Let us introduce
Ω˚ :“ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq X rz “ 1s “ tv P V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq | xv, ωMyGLpΩq “ 1u,
where we identify the “ωM -coordinate” with “z-coordinate” in V and define
rz “ 1s :“ tx P V | xx, ωMyGLpΩq “ 1up“ aff pΩqq (see Proposition 2.2.3).
Note that since both V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq and rz “ 1s are GLpΩq-invariant, Ω
˚ is
also GLpΩq-invariant. It is easy to demonstrate that Ω˚ is convex (and
compact), and we denote by Ω˚ext the set of all extreme points of Ω˚. We
can also see that Ω˚ext generates the extreme rays of V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq . Because J
satisfying JpV`q “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq is bijective and maps extreme rays of V` to
extreme rays of V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq , it holds that |Ω
˚ext| “ |Ωext|. Thus, there exists
a bijection f : Ωext Ñ Ω˚ext and βpωextq ą 0 for each ωext P Ωext satisfying
Jpωextq “ βpωextqfpωextq.
For each T P GLpΩq, we introduce JT :“ T´1˝J ˝T . It is easy to see that
JT satisfies JT pV`q “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq by virtue of Lemma B.1. Furthermore, JT
is shown to be strictly positive with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq because T P GLpΩq
is an orthogonal transformation with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq. Therefore, ap-
plying Lemma B.4 to J and JT , there exists µT : Ω
ext Ñ Rą0 such that
JT pωextq “ µT pωextqJpωextq for ωext P Ωext, that is,
JT pωextq “ µT pωextqJpωextq
“ µT pωextqβpωextqfpωextq
“: βT pωextqfpωextq,
where we define βT pωextq :“ µT pωextqβpωextq. We calculate this βT pωextq.
It holds that
JT pωextq “ T´1 ˝ JpTωextq
“ T´1pβpTωextqfpTωextqq
“ βpTωextqT´1fpTωextq
“ βT pωextqfpωextq.
This relation shows that T´1fpTωextq is proportional to fpωextq. Consid-
ering that the z-coordinates of fpTωextq and fpωextq are 1 and that T´1
preserves z-coordinates, we find that T´1fpTωextq “ fpωextq (equivalently,
fpTωextq “ Tfpωextq) holds. Consequently, we obtain
JT pωextq “ βpTωextqfpωextq.
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Now we introduce
Jav :“ 1|GLpΩq|
ÿ
TPGLpΩq
JT .
We note that |GLpΩq| ă 8 when |Ωext| ă 8 because |GLpΩq| ď |Ωext| !. Jav
acts on ωext P Ωext as
Javpωextq “ 1|GLpΩq|
ÿ
TPGLpΩq
βpTωextq ¨ fpωextq “: Cfpωextq,
where C :“ 1|GLpΩq|
ř
TPGLpΩq βpTωextq is a positive constant which does not
depend on the choice of ωext P Ωext because of the transitivity of Ω. Thus,
the map satisfies JavpV`q “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq since JavpΩextq “ CΩ˚ext, and is
strictly positive with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq since it is a summation of the
strictly positive operators tJT uTPGLpΩq. Moreover, it satisfies
Jav ˝ T “ T ˝ Jav .
for any T P GLpΩq. We thus find that Jav ˝ PM “ PM ˝ Jav holds for the
orthogonal projection PM introduced in Proposition A.1. In fact,
JavpPMxq “ 1|GLpΩq|Jav
¨˝ ÿ
TPGLpΩq
Tx‚˛
“ 1|GLpΩq|
ÿ
TPGLpΩq
T pJavxq
“ PM pJavxq
holds for all x P V . Therefore, Jav is decomposed into two parts as
Jav “ PM ˝ Jav ˝ PM ` PKM ˝ Jav ˝ PKM , (B.1)
where PKM “ 1l´PM . We note that V KM “ ImPKM “ raff pΩq´ωM s “ RN and
dim VM “ dim ImPM “ 1 hold by virtue of Proposition 2.2.3. Therefore,
the first part of (B.1) is proportional to 1lVM “ 1lz “ PM , and because we
set xωM , JωMyGLpΩq “ 1 and thus
xωM , PM ˝ Jav ˝ PMωMyGLpΩq “ xωM , JavωMyGLpΩq
“ xωM , PMJωMyGLpΩq
“ xωM , JωMyGLpΩq
“ 1
“ xωM , PMωMyGLpΩq
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holds, it is proved that
PM ˝ Jav ˝ PM “ PM .
Let us examine the second part. Suppose that there exists a nonzero x P V KM
such that Tx “ x for all T P GLpΩq. Then, PMx “ x ‰ 0 holds, and
it contradicts to (A.4). Thus, we can find that GLpΩq acts irreducibly
on V KM , that is, only t0u and V KM “ RN itself are invariant subspaces. It
concludes that PKMJavP
K
M , which commutes with every element in GLpΩq,
is proportional to 1lV K
M
“ 1lRN “ PKM due to Schur’s lemma. Consequently,
we obtain for some ξ ą 0
Jav “ PM ` ξPKM ,
and thus
JavpV`q “ pPM ` ξPKM qpV`q “ V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq . (B.2)
Let us introduce a linear bijection
Ξ :“
a
Jav “ PM `
a
ξPKM ,
strictly positive with respect to x¨, ¨yGLpΩq, and define Ω1 :“ ΞΩ. It is easy to
check that the positive cone V 1` generated by Ω1 is given by V 1` “ ΞV`, and
GLpΩ1q “ ΞGLpΩqΞ´1 “ GLpΩq (moreover, the unique maximally mixed
state of Ω1 is still ωM ). In addition, we can find that
V
1˚int
`x¨,¨y
GLpΩ1q
“ tv | xv,w1yGLpΩq ě 0, @w1 P V 1`u
“ tv | xv,ΞwyGLpΩq ě 0, @w P V`u
“ Ξ´1V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq .
holds. Since (B.2) can be rewritten as
ΞV` “ Ξ´1V ˚int`x¨,¨yGLpΩq ,
we can conclude
V
1
` “ V
1˚int
`x¨,¨y
GLpΩ1q
.
✷
Remark
In the case of |Ωext| “ 8, there exists a counterexample of Lemma B.3. Let
us consider a state space
Ω “ t tp1,xq “ tp1, x1, x2, x3q P R4 | |x|2 “ x21 ` x22 ` x23 ď 1u
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(the Bloch ball). Ω defines a corresponding positive cone V` as
V` “ tx P R4 | x20 ´ |x|2 ě 0, x0 ě 0u,
which can be identified with a forward light cone of a Minkowski spacetime.
We examine a pure Lorentz transformation Λ defined for λ P R as
Λ “
»——–
coshλ sinhλ 0 0
sinhλ cosh λ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
fiffiffifl .
It is easy to prove that this Λ is strictly positive. Since the pure Lorentz
transformation preserves the Minkowski metric, it satisfies ΛpV`q “ V`.
However, Λ transforms an extreme point x “ tp1, 0, 1, 0q to
Λpxq “ tpcosh λ, sinhλ, 1, 0q,
which is not proportional to x. Investigating whether Proposition 2.3.2 still
holds when |Ωext| “ 8 is a future problem.
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